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Magnetic island deformation due to sheared flow and viscosity
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A partial differential equation for a two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! equilibrium
with flow and viscosity is derived. The equation is used to describe the deformation of the magnetic
island caused by the viscous drag of a sheared flow. The deformation is characterized by the phase
gradient of the magnetic perturbation across a magnetic island. This phase gradient has been
observed experimentally in electron cyclotron emission data from the DIII-D tokamak@J. L. Luxon
and L. G. Davis, Fusion Technol.8, 441 ~1985!#. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since plasma flow exists in a wide range of magne
fusion devices~for example, tokamaks with neutral bea
injection!, there has been a continual interest in the effect
flow on the MHD ~magnetohydrodynamic! equilibrium. A
second-order partial differential equation for the poloid
magnetic flux function, similar to the Grad–Shafranov eq
tion for the static case,1 can be found for an axisymmetri
and nondissipative ~zero resistivity and viscosity!
equilibrium.2 The resistive effect on the equilibrium has be
studied in Ref. 3. Hurricaneet al. have studied the viscou
drag due to the plasma flow on a magnetic island structur
a slab geometry, using an initial-value MHD code.4 There,
the emphasis was on the exchange of forces between
magnetic field and the plasma.

In this paper, we study the viscous effect on an MH
equilibrium with flow. In particular, we show the deforma
tion of a magnetic island structure by the combined effects
the sheared flow and viscosity. The main motivation of
present work comes from the recent study of the MHD mo
structure in tokamaks using the ECE~electron cyclotron
emission! diagnostic,5 which reveals deviations of the mag
netic island structure from the usual symmetric~left–right
symmetric about the rational surface and up–down about
O-point! case. Figure 1 is a sketch of the magnetic flux co
tours for a normal magnetic island~a! and a deformed one
~b!. A central result of this paper is the derivation of a Gra
Shafranov-like equation for the MHD equilibrium with flow
and viscosity, in a two-dimensional slab geometry with t
third direction being the symmetry direction. The visco
term is shown to have the needed symmetry property to
duce the island deformation observed in the experiment.
island deformation can be quantitatively related to

a!Current address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, UCLA, Los
geles, California 90095
1201070-664X/99/6(4)/1203/5/$15.00
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sheared flow and viscosity by treating the viscous term a
perturbation when solving the equation for the equilibrium

The paper is organized as follows. The derivation of t
equilibrium equation is given in Sec. II. An analytically solv
able model is presented in Sec. III to give a scaling form
for the magnitude of the island deformation. Numerical s
lutions of the equilibrium equation are presented in Sec.
Experimental evidence for a deformed magnetic island str
ture from the DIII-D tokamak6 is presented in Sec. V. Fi
nally, a short discussion is given in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

We start with the equilibrium momentum balance equ
tion as our basic equation:

rV–¹V52¹p1 j3B1n¹2V1SV , ~1!

together with the ideal Ohm’s law:

2¹F1V3B50. ~2!

Here, the vector functionsV, j , andB are the velocity, cur-
rent density, and magnetic field respectively, and the sc
functions r, p, and F are the mass density, pressure, a
electrostatic potential, respectively. For simplicity, we a
sume spatially constant mass density. A constant viscosi
represented byn. Finally, SV represents an external mome
tum source, which is necessary to achieve steady state w
viscous dissipation is present.

We use a Cartesian coordinate in which thez-direction is
taken to be the symmetry direction (]/]z50). Then, the
magnetic field can be expressed in terms of itsz-component
Bz and a magnetic flux functionC:

B5Bzz1z3¹C. ~3!

Because of the symmetry, thez-component of the flow ve-
locity will not affect the magnetic flux functionC. There-
-

3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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fore, we only consider the flow velocity in thexy-plane. With
the incompressibility assumption, the flow velocity can
written as

V5z3¹U. ~4!

Here,U is the stream function.
With B and V expressed in this form, the ideal Ohm

law becomes

2¹F1Bz¹U1z~z•¹U3¹C!50.

The symmetry in thez-direction requires thatU be a function
of C. It then follows thatF and Bz are all functions ofC.
Thus, we haveF5F(C), Bz5Bz(C), andU5U(C).

We next look at each of the three components—z, z
3¹C, and ¹C—of the momentum Eq. ~1!. The
z-component is decoupled from the other two compone
and is simplySVz

50.
The z3¹C-component of the equation is

2Bp•¹S p1rV2

2 D1n¹C•¹~¹2U !1Bp•SV50,

with Bp5z3¹C. Integrating this equation, we obtain a Be
noulli relation:

p1
rV2

2
5H~C!1E

0

l p dlp

Bp
@n¹C•¹~¹2U !1Bp•SV#,

~5!

with l p being the length along a magnetic field line andH an
arbitrary function ofC. This requires the solubility condition
rdlp /Bp@n¹C•¹(¹2U)1Bp•SV#50.

To simplify the¹C-component of the momentum equ
tion, we assume that the momentum source has no¹C-
component:¹C•SV50. We further assume that the part
the enthalpy (p1rV2/2) that varies within magnetic flux
surfaces has no variation in the¹C-direction, ¹C
•¹*0

l p(dlp /Bp)@n¹C•¹(¹2U)1Bp•SV#50. With these
two assumptions, the¹C-component of the momentum
equation becomes

FIG. 1. ~a! Sketch of the magnetic flux contours (C0) of an unperturbed
magnetic island. Shown also is the sign of the viscous force in
¹C0-direction induced by the plasma flow.~b! Sketch of the magnetic flux
contours of the deformed magnetic island.
Downloaded 06 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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¹2C1F~C!2m0rU8¹2U5m0n
¹C•z3¹~¹2U !

u¹Cu2 .

~6!

Here, F(C)5BzBz81m0H8 and m0 is the vacuum perme
ability.

Equation~6! is a generalized equation for an MHD equ
librium with flow and viscosity, with three free magnetic flu
surface functionsBz , H, andU. Usually the plasma viscosity
is small and the viscous term on the right of Eq.~6! can be
treated as a perturbation. Using¹2U5U9(¹C)21U8¹2C
andC, Eq.~6! can be written in a relatively more transpare
form:

~12m0rU82!¹2C1F~C!2m0rU8U9~¹C!2

5m0nU9
¹C•z3¹u¹Cu2

u¹Cu2
1O~n2!. ~7!

We assume that (12m0rU82) is positive in the entire region
and there is no Alfve´n resonance present.

In the remainder of the paper we will use Eq.~7! to
study the deformation of a magnetic island due to the visc
force. Using an unperturbed magnetic island for t
C-function in the viscous term, the general symmetry pro
erties of the deformation can be obtained. The perturba
has an odd symmetry, both relative to the vertical axis at
rational surface and the horizontal axis across the O-p
@Fig. 1~a!#. The general shape of the resultant deformed
land is also sketched in Fig. 1~b!. Analytical and numerical
evaluations of the deformation will be presented in Sec.
and Sec. IV, respectively.

III. AN ANALYTICALLY SOLVABLE EXAMPLE

We use a simple analytically solvable model to illustra
the dependence of the magnetic island structure on the
shear and viscosity. We assume that the flow shear (U9) and
viscosity are small. Therefore, the viscous term and
(¹C)2-term in Eq.~7! can be treated as perturbations. W
write C5C01C1 , where the perturbed partC1 is much
smaller than the unperturbed partC0 . Then, the equation for
C0 is

¹2C01 f ~C0!50,

where f (C0)5F(C0)/(12m0rU82).
Consider a simple case of constantf, f 52m0 j 0 . A so-

lution for C0 , which possesses a magnetic island with
wave numberk and half-widthw, can be found:

C05CcF S x

wD 2

2
11cosky

2 G . ~8!

Here, Cc5m0 j 0w2/2 and a thin island approximation,kw
!1, has been used. The value ofC0 for the separatrix of the
island isCsep50.

With theC0 given in Eq.~8!, the source term for calcu
lating the perturbationC1 has many harmonics. We are in
terested in perturbations whosey-dependence is sinky and is
odd in x. This kind of perturbation will produce a phas
gradient in the unperturbed part@Eq. ~8!#, which has been
found in the experimental data.5 The source for this particu

e
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lar form of perturbation comes from the viscous term in E
~7!. Therefore, using Eq.~8! for C0 , the equation forC1 can
be written as

¹2C15m0nS kwU9Cc /w2

12m0rU82 D ~x/w!sinky

~x/w!21@~kw/4!sinky#2 .

~9!

Suppose the flow shear is concentrated around the s
ratrix and can be modeled by ad-function, U95Usep8 d(C).
Then, writing C15C1(x)sinky, multiplying both sides of
Eq. ~9! by sinky, and integrating overy, we obtain an equa
tion for C1(x):

C19~z!5AA12z2,

whenz,1; and

C19~z!50,

when z.1. Here, z[x/w, A[(4/p)m0nkwUsep8 ^1/(1
2rm0U82)& and the thin island approximation has be
used. Since a jump ofU8 is assumed across the separatr
^¯& indicates the expression should be evaluated using s
averaged value ofU8 near the separatrix.

Motivated by the experimental measurement to be
scribed in Sec. V, we use the following boundary conditio
for C1 :C1(0)50 andC18(z.1)5const. Then, the solution
is

C15
A

2 S z sin21 z1
21z2

3
A12z22

3

2D
for z,1 and

p

4
AS z2

4

3p D
for z.1. The effect of this perturbation is to add a phase
C0 and the total magnetic flux function can be written
C5Ccz

221/221/2 cos$@ky1u(z)#%, where u(z)
52C1(z)/Cc . The form of the perturbationC1 predicts
that the phase has a constant gradient outside the islanz
.1):

du

dz
5

pA

m0 j 0w2 .

This phase gradient can also be written in terms of the
evant physical quantities as

du

dx
54Fr~kn/r!V8

B2/m0
G . ~10!

Here,V8 andB are the flow velocity shear and ‘‘perpendic
lar’’ magnetic field at the separatrix.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we numerically solve Eq.~7!, by pre-
scribing more complete forms for the free functionsF andU,
and retaining all the harmonics from the viscous term. It w
be shown that the essential features of the analytical s
tions are preserved under the more accurate treatment.

We start with an equilibrium with flow but negligible
viscosity (n50) and treat the viscous term as a perturbati
Downloaded 06 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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We decompose the total flux function into two parts:C
5C01C1 , with C1!C0 . The equation forC0 is

¹2C01
F~C0!2eU8U9u¹C0u2

12eU82 50. ~11!

Here, the dimensionless numbere[rV2/(B2/m0) represents
the flow magnitude relative to the magnetic field (V and B
are the typical flow velocity and magnetic field! and corre-
sponds to a flow Mach number.

The equation forC1 , the perturbed flux, can be obtaine
by linearizing Eq.~7!:

¹2C11R~C0!C11T~C0!¹C0•¹C15nnS~C0!,
~12!

with R, S, andT calculated fromC0 ,

R~C0!5
2eU8U9@F~C0!2eU8U9u¹C0u2#

~12eU82!2

1
@F82eu¹C0u2~U8U-1U92!#

~12eU82!
,

T~C0!52
2eU8U9

~12eU82!
,

and

S~C0!5
2U9

~12eU82!2

¹C0•z3¹~ u¹C0u!
u¹C0u

. ~13!

Here,nn is the normalized viscosity,nn[(nV/w)/(B2/m0).
The inhomogeneous partS acts as the source for the pertu
bation. As stated before, it has the proper symmetry. I
also proportional toU9, the flow shear.

We use the following forms forF andU8:

F5a1bC,

and

U85tanh@b~Cs2C!#,

with a, b, b, and Cs being four constant parameters. W
usually chooseCs to be near the separatrix of the island
that the flow shear is concentrated near the separatrix.

The equations are solved in a rectangular region. T
dimension in they-direction is one wavelength of the islan
and the dimension in thex-direction is about 10 island half
widths. The rational surface is located at the left bounda
Therefore, we only solve for one side of the island. The ot
side can be easily reconstructured by symmetry.

To introduce the initial island configuration, we use t
following boundary condition forC0 : C0R50 at the right
boundary andC0L51/22w2/4 cos(ky), wherek and w are
the wave number and half-width of the island. The bound
condition forC1 at the left boundary isC1L50 ~no pertur-
bation at the rational surface!. The boundary condition for
C1 at the right boundary is prescribed according to the
pected physical condition. If there is another rational surfa
nearby and the modes are coupled, thenC1R should be equal
to a prescribed value. If there is no mode-coupling and
right boundary is sufficiently far away from the rational su
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~a! Contour plot ofC0 : the
unperturbed island.~b! Contour plot of
the viscous term (S/vn). Notice the
odd symmetry about the midplane lo
cated atny525. ~c! Contour plot of
C1 , the perturbed magnetic flux. It is
also antisymmetric with respect to th
midplane. ~d! Contour plot of C0

1C1 . This shows an island deforme
by the shear flow in the presence o
viscosity.~e! The position of the points
wheredC/dy50 in the deformed is-
land. For an unperturbed island, thos
points should be at the midplane (ny

525).
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face, the proper boundary condition should beC1R50. Here
we use the latter. We use periodic boundary conditions in
y-direction for bothC0 andC1 .

We solve Eqs.~11! and ~12! on a 51351 grid. The
lengths in thex- andy-directions are 1.0~with w50.12) and
4.189, respectively. The numerical values used to represeF
and U8 are: a520.423 56, b52.01, b520, and Cs

50.495. With this value ofb, the flow shear is quite high
and well localized around the separatrix. The two dimensi
less parameters are taken to bee50.8 andnn50.05. Shown
in Fig. 2~a! is a contour plot ofC0 @solution to Eq.~11!# in
the xy-plane. This is an island without the effect of the vi
cous drag.

In Fig. 2~b! we plot the viscous term@Eq. ~13!#. This
term shows the expected odd symmetry about the mid-p
at ny525. It also becomes small away from the separat
where the field lines are hardly bent and there is almost
flow shear.

The contour plots of the perturbationC1 and the total
flux magnetic flux functionC5C01C1 are plotted in Figs.
2~c! and 2~d!. We can see the deformed island structure
Fig. 2~d!. To obtain the phase gradient outside the isla
which can be measured in the experiment, we plot thy
coordinate of the points wheredC/dy50 in Fig. 2~e!. In an
unperturbed island@Fig. 2~a!#, these points are all in the mid
plane (ny525). The phase gradient outside the island in t
case is 12 degree/half-island-width@Fig. 2~e!#.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

The magnetic island structure has also been studied
perimentally using the ECE~electron cyclotron emission!
diagnostic.5,7,8 The ECE diagnostic measures the local ele
tron temperatureTe , which is assumed to be constant o
magnetic surfaces due to the very high electron heat con
tivity along the magnetic field lines. As the plasma rotates
the fixed ECE diagnostic,Te at different toroidal locations is
recorded by ECE channels. When there is a magnetic isl
the magnetic surfaces contract and expand periodically a
the toroidal direction. Thus, an ECE channel correspond
to a given major radius can measureTe on different magnetic
surfaces. Therefore, the measuredTe from an ECE channe
shows periodic temporal fluctuations. The phase grad
calculated in Eq.~10! and in the numerical solution plotted i
Fig. 2~e! is directly related to the relative phases of the flu
tuations between the channels.

Plotted in Fig. 3 is the measured phases of the elec
temperature fluctuations from the DIII-D tokamak.6 The
magnetic island can be identified from the large~nearly 160
degree! phase jump nearR52.05 m, where the rational sur
face is located. The deformation of the island can be s
from the gradients of the phases on the two sides of
rational surface.~An unperturbed and symmetric islan
would render two constant phases, with 180 degree dif
ence, on both sides of the rational surface, like a step.! Fur-
P license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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thermore, the phase gradient has the same sign on both s
which is consistent with the deformation illustrated in F
1~b!.

The phase gradient in Fig. 3 is estimated to be 9 deg
half-island-width, which is on the same order of magnitu
as the value of 12 degree/half-island-width in our numeri
example. This indicates that the values fore andnn used for
Fig. 2 are reasonable for representing experimental situa
Since we do not have a direct measurement of the visco
and the relevant component of magnetic field and flow
locity, it is difficult to obtain experimental values fore and
nn . However, an order-of-magnitude estimate can be m
to show that the values used in the numerical simulation
reasonable. For example, let us assume the density of a
terium plasma is 531019m23, the anomalous specific vis
cosity n/r51 m2/s, the wave number of the islandk
57 m21, and the typical magnitude of flow velocity an
magnetic field in the plane perpendicular to the symme
direction are V5103 m/s and B55 Gauss, respectively
Then, the two dimensionless parameters have the same
ues as in the numerical simulation in Sec. IV, i.e.,e50.8 and
nn50.05. Notice that the relevant flow velocity here is to
measured in a frame that is rotating with the magnetic isla

VI. DISCUSSION

The slab geometry used in this paper is a simplificat
of the tokamak configuration. In a tokamak, the plasma fl
is mainly in the toroidal direction. The helical symmetry d
rection of the magnetic island is a combination of the tor

FIG. 3. Phase and amplitude profile of the electron temperature fluctua
measured by ECE for DIII-D Shot 92515. The width for this 3/2 island c
be determined from the two peaks of the amplitude. The rational surfac
near the minimum amplitude. Notice the phase gradient on both sides o
rational surface.
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dal and poloidal directions. It is the flow component perpe
dicular to the helical symmetry direction that causes
island structure deformation. Furthermore, in the heli
symmetry case, the component of the momentum equa
that is parallel to the symmetry direction is no longer se
rated from the other components. Extending the slab mo
to a more realistic helical geometry will be the subject
future work. However, we expect that the basic features
the deformation will be preserved.

The zeroth-order solution used in this paper has a m
netic island. However, the method developed here is equ
well suited to calculate the deformation of an ideal MH
mode which has no island. Then, there is no 180-deg
phase shift across the rational surface; nontheless there
be a phase gradient within the plasma.

The flow pattern is assumed to be antisymmetric relat
to the rational surface. The measured phase gradient pa
confirms this assumption~Fig. 3!. Symmetric flow patterns
requiring the flow velocity to be zero within the separatr
would produce a different ECE fluctuation phase pattern

In summary, a partial differential equation for a two
dimensional MHD equilibrium with flow and viscosity i
derived. The equation is used to describe the deformatio
the magnetic island caused by the viscous drag of
sheared flow. The deformation can be characterized b
phase gradient in the magnetic island flux function. T
phase gradient has been observed in the ECE electron
perature fluctuation data from the DIII-D tokamak.
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